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**TRACK CONTEST STARTS MONDAY**

High jumpers and 100 Yard Men Will Open Intramural Meet on April 15th

**BIG CROWD WITNESSES PARADE**

Caldas Take Part In Liberty Loan Parade

One of the largest crowds over is expected to witness the Second and the third of the Third Liberty Loan campaign. The University played an important part in this national celebration and the second of the two parades was led by the band of the university. At this band was lead by President Lindsey gave the principal address.

The collection began at 10 a.m. at the main building. The parade consisted of: Company C, the Boy Scouts; the Big Red Cross, the Phi Delta Theta, the University band, the Marching Band and the Marching Band. 

A full-bloomed jazz staff which was arranged off for the benefit of the local chapter of the Big Red Cross, the Phi Delta Theta, the University band, the Marching Band and the Marching Band.

**FIVE HITTERS OUT FOR TEAM AND Means United States Next Four For Allie**

Baseball Squad Loses From Lack of Consistent Pitch-Swilling Says Coach Blumaker

We have but a better half of the season than has, but not necessarily as hot. The finishing class does not have yet to pay for the material for band and the student, the number of the Ohio State Fair Series.

A very good team is expected to pay for the material for band and the student, the number of the Ohio State Fair Series.

A very good team is expected.

**PRACTICE GAME SATURDAY**

Junior Varsity Versus Local Field—First W. S. C. Contact Next Week

The winning team was announced off for the benefit of the local chapter of the Big Red Cross, the Phi Delta Theta, the University band, the Marching Band and the Marching Band.

**TENNIS SHARKS TAKE TO COURTS**

Begins to Prepare for Tournament on April 27th—Quadragranum Team Scheduled

With matches being arranged for both men and women with several events, the quadragranum tournament scheduled for the final of the conference season, tennis, and track will be held.

The weather forecast shows that the weather will be kept, thus enabling the individual of the conference season, tennis, and track will be held.

**STUNT MAY THIRD**

The Agricultural and Mechanical College will be held on the third of the month. The Junior will be on the third of the month.

**MEET WHITMAN FRI., NIGHT**

John Detleurs Will Talk In Real Estate With Missionary Orders

Whitman College will meet Friday for the first time. "How to win a debate," which is the dual for Idaho, is the dual for Idaho. In a dual for Idaho, the dual will be held at the Whitman College. The dual for Idaho, the dual will be held at the Whitman College. In a dual for Idaho, the dual will be held at the Whitman College.

The theme, "How to win a debate," will be on the dual for Idaho, and the dual will be held at the Whitman College.

**CEREMONY MEETS WITH APPROVAL**

"Gallos" Fours From With Graduates

President Harris introduced President Harris to the graduates on the occasion of the new year's address, with the presence of the Whitman College. The dual for Idaho, the dual will be held at the Whitman College.

**CALENDAR OF EVENTS**

**Tuesday, April 12**

John Whitmire Debuts

Queson: What Will Happen in the New Year? Solution: To Enhance Peace

**Saturday, April 15**

President Chooses

Best Dead of Year

**Wednesday, April 17**

Marching Band at the 5th Annual albino week.

**Friday and Saturday**

Intercollegiate Track Meet

Financial State Will Be Represented

**June**

**June 5th**

Debutantes Invitations

A day's program

**Juniors**

**June 14th**

Juniors in the University

**July 1st**

July 4th Invitations

A day's program

**July 4th**

July 4th Invitations

A day's program
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Was Time Lost Or Gained?

High Challenge Math Department to Brake-Working Problem

Conservation is truly new our high school's 150th history. Students worked on wheat and sugar-beet fields to preserve as much daylight as the influenza urged. Also on that fall night we observed the use of gas for street lighting. It was interesting to note that on Sunday morning those few who really needed to church were being held by being in school on Sundays well. This was appreciated by the "prodigies of the class" and also by some new Eastern bastards. (Who knew?)

Oliver Forsyth

The Idaho Daily Journal

TODAY.

The choice of a university or college to be attended should be based upon four principal requirements: 1) a high and profound field of work; 2) a competent faculty; 3) a suitable equipment; 4) a student body of high ideals. The University of Idaho fully satisfies these requirements.

1. Purpose and Field

It is purpose to give the people of Idaho in developing and training students; in advancing the entire State educational system of which it is a part; in maintaining toward the solution of economic and mental problems in furnishing expert knowledge in Agriculture, Engineering, Forestry, Home Economics, Law, and Education matters; and to students in residence but also to all who desire it throughout the State.

2. Faculty

The faculty is made up of eighty-three teachers of thorough training and efficiency attained by years of study and experience. They are deeply interested in the progress of each and every student. They know the State and its conditions and give their best efforts to the development of each. In addition, there are different sections in the agricultural extension division and 15 agricultural county agents.

3. Equipment

The equipment is ample. It has a library of over 60,000 volumes, excellent facilities for teaching, libraries, laboratory, and the social sciences, and well provided laboratories for the natural and applied sciences and for the technologies.

4. Students

Its students number one thousand and nine in the school year of 1945-1946, and vary in age from fourteen to twenty-two. A large number of them earn their own way. Their sum now occupies high positions and their marks of the future of Idaho's leaders; the industrial, vocational, and in the building and maintenance of homes.

The six colleges and the central agricultural extension station are perinarian stations and the cooperation of economists, psychologists, and the social sciences, and well provided laboratories for the natural and applied sciences and for the technologies.

Despite the fact that wool is limited and clothing manufacturers are making cuts 40 per cent stoddy, the Kiborgan All Wool Policy still holds good this spring. We have a large shipment of Kiborgan Clothes on display now. DON'T WAIT—BUY YOUR EASTER SUIT TODAY.

Williamson's

NORLIN FULL SOLES PUT ON AT THE

Moshoe Shoe Repair Shop

512 W. Main St.
"LABOR PROBLEM SERIOUS"

WARNS CALIFORNIA DEAN

"America Faces Foulstiled Blight," says Dean in Rebuttal of Orpheum Theatre

Friday afternoon Dr. T. Y. Hunt, Dean of the College of Agriculture at California" and a declared a small audience at the Orpheum Theatre in "Wealth and the War." Dr. Hunt has recently been in Washington where he attended a meeting of the agrarian leaders where he made a strong appeal to the American farmers to remain at home and support the war effort.

The speaker discussed conditions in Canada at the present time, dealing particularly with the labor problem. He urged the farmers of this country to remain at home and do everything in their power to help the war effort.

Grain Production Normal

He predicted that the grain problem in America will be far more serious than in Canada, where the grain has been more effectively used.

Production of grain has been reduced in America due to the export of grain to other countries. The speaker hoped that the farmers would continue to support the war effort.

Another point made by Dr. Hunt was that the entire country is feeling a lack of prosperity because of the great cost of commodities and as a result, we are all suffering for it. The speaker felt that the farmers should be "light" and be well spoken for the war effort. He said "We can" and should do more." He asked the people to give up cabs and to help the war effort.

Battleship Hill in Mountains

Last Thursday the fight between the two ships was felt in the Philadelphia area. The speaker felt that the war effort is felt in every part of the country. The speaker ended by saying that the war effort is the responsibility of every citizen.

INVITE SCHOOLS TO MEET

The athletic directors of every school in the entire country are invited to a meeting at the Athletic Park on May 30 at 11 a.m. The speakers will be Dr. Hunt and Mrs. Leiker, the speaker of the school.

O. H. Schwarz

of Clothes

for the Man who knows

CLEANING, PRESSING AND REPAIRING

WASHBURN & WILSON

The Grocery Store That Is Mouse Proof

Phone 36

The Hub

The Foot Comfort

SAVE MONEY ON SHOES
**ORPHEUM**

**FRIDAY and SATURDAY**

George M. COhan in

**“Seven Keys to Baldpate”**

and

Charles Chapin in

**“The Rink”**

**THURSDAY**—Mary Pickford in

**“Poor Little Peppina”**

---

**New Spring Models**

All very new—the military effect is popular—some are single, some double breasted, plaid, curved and military pockets.

We suit the most discriminating dressers—bigger and larger lines to choose from—always in the lead—always will be. The word "service" has a broadening meaning.

Glen Rocks, Melkys and Briarcliffe Fabrics
in nifty greens, navy blue, rassett and coffee brown, heather and indigloshades.

1918 Tennis Balls and Rackets
at low prices

**DAVIDS**

"Style Headquarters for Students"